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http://www.itrex.de/
A German software developer for the banking industry started its operations in 1983 under the name of Hoell GmbH. Today ITREXS³ is one of the few companies in Europe highly specialized in Front-, Middle- & Back-Office e-banking & e-brokerage technology. Major European banks have chosen ITREXS³ technology for there banking operations.
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Whether by computer, fixed-line or mobile phone, UBS e-banking makes it easier than ever before to carry out banking and stock market transactions.
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Compare the traditional high street banks with some of the best deals available on the internet.
This site supplies internet domain names for Banks, Investment Banks, and other Financial Institutions who are establishing or expanding their web presence and need a set of internet (contact points) that target the specific financial services and products they offer online. These domains are designed for use in developing websites offering Internet banking services, online banking services, online investment banking services, and other financial services.